Proposition.
Let f : K -* L be a proper simplicial map of locally finite simplicial complexes.
The following are equivalent:
(1) The dual cells of the map are all cones.
(2) The dual cells of the map are homogeneously collapsible in K.
(3) The inclusion of L into the mapping cylinder of f is collared.
(4) The mapping cylinder triad (C,, K, L) is homeomorphic to the product triad (Kxl; Kxl.KxO) rel K = K x 1.
Condition (2) is slightly weaker than /"* (point) is homogeneously collapsible in K. Condition (4) when stated more precisely implies / is homotopic toa homeomorphism.
Furthermore, the homeomorphism so defined is unique up to concordance. The two major applications ate first, to develop the proper theory of "attaching one polyhedron to another by a map of a subpolyhedron of the former into the lattet". Second, we"classify when two maps ftom X to Y have homeomorphic mapping cylinder triads. This property turns out to be equivalent to the equivalence telation generated by the relation fr^g, where /, g: X -» Y means /= gr for r: X -* X some transverse cellular map.
Marshall
Cohen has developed (see [C.] ) a theory of transverse cellular mappings defined on manifolds. They satisfy a slightly weaker condition than collapsibility of point-inverses. They are close to homeomorphisms in that they share with homeomorphisms the property that their mapping cylinder is a product.
Their interest is that they are precisely all the maps which satisfy this property.
In this paper, we generalize the notion of transverse cellularity to proper maps of locally compact polyhedra.
Proposition. Let f: K->L be a proper, simplicial map of locally finite simplicial complexes. Then the following are equivalent:
(1) For every A £ L, the dual cell of A with respect to f, DÍA; f) idejined to be f~ DÍA; L)) is homeomorphic to the cone on DÍA; f) rel DÍA; f) (where 402 (4) (C ; K, L) is p. I. homeomorphic to (K x A; K x 1, AC x 0) rel AC = K x 1.
A map satisfying these is called transverse cellular.
Note that the third and fourth conditions are independent of the triangulation of / because the mapping cylinder homeomorphism type is a p. 1. invariant of the map. So it makes sense to speak of a p. 1. map being transverse cellular. Also note that (4) implies |AC| is p. 1. homeomorphic to |L|.
We use transverse cellularity to give the p. 1. definition of attaching one polyhedron to another. Let XQ be a closed subpolyhedron of a locally compact polyhedron X and let /: X" -► Y. be a proper p. 1. map to another locally compact polyhedron.
We define a regular extension of / to be a proper p. 1. map F:
X -» Y and a closed p. 1. embedding ¿: Y" <-Y such that (i) F-1(z(Y0)) = X0,and
(ii) F|X0 = zo/, and (iii) F: X X0 = i -YQ is transverse cellular.
We show that such always exist and prove the required uniqueness theorem:
ropos ition . Let In particular, Y{ and Y2 are p-L homeomorphic.
The other major application is to a classification of mapping cylinders. [A] . In particular, we will use the notation for intrinsic dimension developed in the latter. We define dix; X) to be the intrinsic dimension of x in X; I'ÍX), the intrinsic z-skeleton, is \x £ X: dix; X) < i\; and in a complex K a simplex A is said to be a "nice face" of B if A is a face of B and dix; X) is constant as x varies over interior A U interior B.
We christen by the name "the Alexander trick" the many results which come from the fact that for compact polyhedra X and Y the product of the cones: (a) For each a £ S, da C a and is a union of (necessarily finitely many) cells of 6.
(b) For a, r distinct elements of S, a n r = 0 where a is defined to be a -da.
(c) For each a £ 6, there exists a homeomorphism a = cone da (rel da).
(d) If a £ 6 and dimension a = 0, then and only then t9tr = 0 (the empty polyhedron).
// c is weakened to c1. da is collared in o, then we call S a general complex on X.
If c is strengthened to c". Each (o, do) pair is a ball and boundary-sphere pair, then (following custom) we call 6 a cell complex on X.
Auxiliary definitions.
(1) The incidence relation a < r means ctC dr.
(2) If A is a subset of X, then "0 meets A" means o Ci A / 0 . (2) If g: X -» Y is a homeomorphism carried by an isomorphism y: S -» 2), and !grS is a structuring on 5) then fa = (cone g\do)~ l o g . o g is a structuring on S, with |y| = g. Subcomplexes.
Definition. Let S be a complex of X and XQ a subpolyhedron of X. "S restricts to XQ", or "6 induces a complex on X"" if for each a £ S such that o meets XQ, a l~l Xn ^ cone (¡9a n X") rel do C\ X.Q. Then we define &|X" = \o n XQ: a £ & meeting XQS with d(a n XQ) = (acr) C\ XQ. Example. If a meets XQ implies a C XQ, i.e. X" is a union of elements of S then 6 induces a complex on (X, XQ). 
Subdividing L * 77AC to 77L * 77AC induces a subdivision 77C, on the mapping cylinder: [
One of the crucial facts about this decomposition is that the pieces are Since j o C(r A is also carried by this complex map, it is homotopic rel L to the homeomorphism through maps carried by y,.
In particular, f is homotopic to a homeomorphism through maps carried by the restriction of y, taking dual cells of f to those of L.
Proof. Note that if we use the natural structuring on 0(A; f) = r¡A * dO(A; /), then G. is a cone complex on the pair (C ,, L) and S,|L is just the dual cells of L with the natural structuring. So the homeomorphism |y,| will be the identity on L. 
carried by y. and equal to j¡^ oCírA¡^ ) on C A /< . The homotopy of c with j, oC(r.) CZ272 be taken tel Cá¡^ tj L.
Proof. In this case if A e LQ and B = if\KQ)~lA then DÍA; f) n K 0 DÍA; f\K0) = 276 *DÍA; f\KQ). Since DÍA; f\KQ) is a subcomplex of DÍA; /), the (1) / is transverse cellular. (1) fÍK, KA -> (L, L ") is transverse cellular.
(2) For all A £ L0, ÍDÍA; /), DÍA; f\KA) is a regular neighborhood of a point of DÍA; f\KQ) in ÍDÍA; f), DÍA; f\KQ)).
(3) For all A £ LQ, DÍA; f) N DÍA; f\KQ) homogeneously in K. (1) DÍA; f) ^ cone DÍA; f) rel DÍA; /). by "homogeneously in AC".
In the case of pairs, (2) =^ (1) is again uniqueness of regular neighborhoods.
(1) =^ (3) is collapsing a cone to a subcone, again using (D6) of vIII to relate intrinsic dimension conditions. To obtain (3) =^ (2) Proof. Lemma 7 and Corollary 4. Proof. Let P" l(Y) n K = f \Y) = X. Triangulate /|X to obtain /: KQ -* LQ simplicial with KQ (resp. LA a refinement of K (resp. L). Note that we do not assume that K0 is obtained from a subdivision of K.
We define isomorphic cell complexes on P7 (L A and C T\K whose realization will give the desired homeomorphism. Proof. Triangulate with refinements of AC and L to obtain /: /_ (U) -» (7 and a mapping cylinder Cf. We want to obtain a homeomorphism of P7 (U) with
Let o £ L , with
Cf. To do this we use the Morton Brown infinite union swindle and repeatedly apply Propositon 9 (closed).
Let ¿7 = (J1" , V., \V ! an increasing sequence of finite subcomplexes of U.
Since each V. is compact, Proposition 9 (closed) applies and we have, for each i, k.: P7l(V.)Sí P-1(V.)= C~. , rel V. U/_1(V. (1) D(A; /) is a cone on DÍA; f) for all A £ L -LQ.
(2) C, is locally collared on L -Lfi. (1) ^(2). If DÍA; f) is a cone for all A £ L -LQ then y gives a cone complex isomorphism between QÍA; f) U DÍA; f) and ÍDÍA; L) x I) U ÍDÍA; L) x 1) indexed by iß: A < B\. So LkiA; C ) is a cone by §111 (D3).
Essentially, we just reverse the above argument.
To relate these to (3) and (4) Clearly, (3) ^ (4).
Remark. From the proof of (2) (1) and (2) Suppose that KQ is well situated in K = /V(KQ; K) U P, (P nzV(K0; K) = NÍKQ; K)) and that /: K" -» LQ is a simplicial mapping, then the stellar extension F: K -► L is defined to be the unique, simplicial map of K -'
(LQ * NÍKQ; K)) (j P which is the identity on P and /on KQ, where L is defined to be the image of this map \J LQ. Note that L is locally finite and F is proper.
Example. Cid.):
ed as range of id").
The key property of stellar extensions, which relates them to transverse (1) for y £L0, F~liy) = f-Hy);y £ P, F~ l(y) = y; y e NÍLQ; L) -
(2) // K = rjK K then for y £ N(LQ; L) -(LQ U P), F~l(y) is contained in the interior of a simplex of K and so F: \K -K0\ -» \L -Ln\ is transverse cellular.
Proof. (1) is [C,, 3.3] and the first part of (2) is an easy extension of that proof. The transverse cellularity follows from Corollary IV.4.
Just as in the case of regular neighborhood theory where we must sharpen the notion of stellar neighborhood to obtain p. 1. invariance so also in the case of stellar extension of a map.
If K0 is a full subcomplex of K, f : fC -> LQ an onto simplicial map and rjK K a derived mod KQ, then the stellar extension, F: 27^, K -> L, associated to /, is called a derived stellar extension, or a derived extension of /. Using derived extensions we will be able to develop the corresponding p. 1. theory.
Note that if K = A2, KQ = A1 and LQ = A then the image of K under the stellar extension of /: KQ -> L_ is a one simplex but the image after going to the derived is a two ball.
The theorem motivates our p. 1. definition.
Definition. Let XQ be a subpolyhedron of X and /: XQ -♦ YQ a p. 1. map. Lemma 5 Proof. By Proposition IV. 10 (1) is equivalent to (2). Clearly, (3) implies (2).
(2) =^(3). By Proposition 4. (2) we can obtain a regular extension X-*F2 Y2*-'2 Y0 "between" F and Fy We will show that F2 is transverse cellular, whence F, will be by Corollary IV.12. On the other hand the maps T. and T2 ate transverse cellular, by Corollary VI.5 of the next section, and so, by Corollary 3 /|AC0 is also transverse cellular.
Remarks.
(1) Note that in this proof if we only assumed U C U and V C V collared then we would obtain /: (V, V) -► (U, Ù) transverse cellular. We only use local collaring on the outside to insure that the homogeneous (in AC) collapse of D(A; f\K0) n» point is also homogeneous in (C(AC; K), AC "). 
